
Andrew Jackson and the Growth of American Democracy 
 
14.2 The Inauguration of Andrew Jackson 
A. Read the section.  
B. With you partner, what are the most important key terms in the section? 
C. Individually, write a paragraph summary of the section including your key terms. 
D. Compare paragraphs: clarify and revise as needed. 
E. Draw stick figures with facial expressions and speech bubbles to reflect what the 
common people and the rich and well-born felt and thought about Jackson’s 
inauguration. 
 

14.3 From the Frontier to the White House 
A. Read the section.  
B. With your partner, write a paragraph summary of the sub-section “The People’s 
Choice” that includes these terms: Battle of New Orleans, Democratic Party, corrupt 
bargain, self-made man. 

 
14.4 Jackson’s Approach to Governing 
A. Read the section.  
B. Draw a stick figure cartoon with facial expressions and speech bubbles to reflect 
what the 
common people and the rich and well-born felt and thought about Jackson’s approach 
to governing. Make sure to include “kitchen cabinet, spoils system, civil servant” in your 
cartoon. 

 
14.5 The Nullification Crisis 
A. Read the section.  
B. Individually, write a paragraph summary of this section that includes these terms: 
tariffs, states’ rights, South Carolina, John C. Calhoun, secede 
 

14.6 Jackson Battles the Bank of the United States 
A. Read the section.  
B. Write a paragraph summary that includes these terms: Henry Clay, farmers, Bank of 
the United States, veto. 
C. Draw stick figures with facial expressions and speech bubbles to reflect what the 
common people and the rich and well-born felt and thought about Jackson’s battle with 
the Bank of the United States. 

 
14.7 Jackson’s Indian Policy 
A. Draw a stick figure cartoon with facial expressions and speech bubbles to reflect how 
Native Americans and the common people felt and thought about Jackson’s Indian 
policy. Include these terms: “Indian Removal Act, Cherokees, Trail of Tears” in your 
cartoon. 
 


